Volunteers wanted for the IPW tradeshow in Anaheim, June 1 – June 5, 2019.

IPW is the largest travel industry tradeshow in the USA, and can be thought of as the “olympics of the travel industry.” U.S. travel exhibitors connect with travel buyers and media from more than 70 countries to promote their products, negotiate future business and build relationships.

Volunteers will help welcome tradeshow delegates from around the world at LAX and SNA airports, the Anaheim Convention Center, and tradeshow events in and around Anaheim. Registration will open in mid-March.

The majority of shifts will be:
• **Friday, May 31 – Sunday, June 2**

A small number of shifts will be:
• **Monday, June 3 – Wednesday, June 5**

*If you’re interested in volunteering, visit [visitanaheim.org/ipw-partners](http://visitanaheim.org/ipw-partners) to be added to our e-mail distribution list and be the first to be notified when registration is open!*

Volunteers must be at least 18 years of age, have basic computer skills, and be able to stand for up to 60 minutes at a time. Transportation to and from each location and shift is the responsibility of the volunteer.